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VISUAL ARTS >

Marc Lee at UNArt Center Opening
Show

Marc Lee will display his new work “Non-Places” at UNArt Center’s premiere exhibition The
Kind Stranger, among 43 works from 38 artists made in the decade from 2008 to 2018,
covering a diversity of mediums. The Center is located in the former site of Dongchang
Cinema, the first of its kind in Pudong.

Titled as “The Kind Stranger”, the show aims to reflect and to some degree respond to the
new conditions and scenarios of the contemporary human society driven by the
accelerating technological revolution. The entire exhibition is based on a fictional scenario:
“The Kind Stranger”, as the protagonist of the story, is a character who lives “post-
singularity”. The exhibition is reminiscent of an investigative scene in which the “private
collections” of this “kind stranger”, whether in physical or digital forms, are uncovered. The
site remains ambiguous in its temporal or spatial anchor, whilst inviting the audiences to
locate, even orient the items, the text, the sound and vibe, even him/herself, as part of the
story to enjoy a psychological retreat from the year 2019, and the city Shanghai.

The humanism coordinates need to be interrogated for us to still orient: can it go towards
the same direction as before, or a radical transformation is on the horizon? Would the “new
era” be truly “new”? The exhibition does not attempt to provide any solid answer for these
interrogations, but as a cultural event, it may still tap on the situation that we’re all
immersed in: a time of significant transitions, something we all have to go through. The
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exhibition touches on the discussion of “new cognitive capabilities”, as a positive response
to this transitional time.

NON-PLACES

Marc Lee’s video installation “Non-Places” deals with urbanization and globalization in the
digital age. The videos are screenshots of his ongoing work “10.000 Moving Cities – Same
but Different, VR (Virtual Reality)“.

In the synchronized videos, the user moves through visual worlds posted publicly by others
on social networks such as Flickr, Freesound, Twitter and Youtube. The viewer participates
in the social movements of our time and makes a virtual journey in which one experiences
local, cultural and linguistic differences and similarities. In virtual space, this information is
visualized on cubes that rise at different heights to become a skyline.

The work deals with how our cities are continuously changing and increasingly resemble
one. This results in more and more non-places/places of lost places in the sense of Marc
Augé’s book and essay Non-Places, which could exist all over the world without any true
local identity.

MARC LEE

Marc Lee, born in 1969, is a Swiss artist. He is creating network-oriented interactive art
projects: interactive installations, media art, internet art, performance art, video art, AR,
VR, and mobile apps. He is experimenting with information and communication
technologies and reflects critically creative, cultural, social, economic and political
aspects.

10.000 Moving Cities – Same but Different, VR, Screenshot Video10.000 Moving Cities – Same but Different, VR, Screenshot Video
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His works are exhibited in major Museums and new media art exhibitions including: ZKM
Karlsruhe, New Museum New York, Transmediale Berlin, Ars Electronica Linz, HMKV
Dortmund, HeK Basel, Fotomuseum Winterthur, Read_Me Festival Moscow, CeC Dehli, MoMA
Shanghai, ICC Tokyo, Nam June Paik Art Center, Media Art Biennale and MMCA Seoul.

(Banner from Marc Lee, 10.000 Moving Cities, Interactive net- and telepresence-based
installation, Work in progress, latest version 2017)
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